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Abstract
The retinal ganglion cell layer of five species of teleosts has been studied from Nissl-stained whole-mounts and the distribution of neuronal elements determined quantitatively. Iso-density contour maps of neurons in the ganglion cell layer revealed areas of high density (areae centrales) predominantly in the temporal retina, but other areae were also found in the nasal and dorso-nasal retina. Neuronal densities within the ganglion cell layer at the areae centrales ranged from $0.4 \times 10^4$ to $4.7 \times 10^4$ cells/mm². Species that were found to lack a horizontal streak of high ganglion cell density appear to be those whose behaviour suggests they possess an interrupted view of the sand-water horizon and are 'enclosed' species. Concentric density contours around an area centralis seem to be associated with enclosed environments. The relationship between retinal topography and niche is also discussed.

Introduction

Topographic analysis of the retinal ganglion cell layer has yielded valuable information on the visual capabilities of a variety of vertebrates and invertebrates. The wholmount technique [Stone, 1965] enables neuronal elements within the ganglion cell layer to be stained and visualised. Areas of increased density have often been subject of investigation in mammals [Hughes, 1977], and these areas have been thought to be retinal regions having greater resolving power than the remainder of the retina [Rolls and Cowey, 1970; Rodieck, 1973; Frisen and Frisén, 1976].

GuIlver [1868] was the first to report a 'fovea' in a fish and later described a well-developed retinal 'fovea' in the sea horse, *Hippocampus*. *lonaneri* [1897] and *Kah-e'f* [1934, 1935] presented a comparison of vertebrate classes possessing an area of acute vision. These early works were qualitative, and only recently has the resolution of acute zones been subject to quantitative analysis. Analysis of the retinal ganglion cell layer in teleosts has so far been restricted to four species: the coral wrasse, *Novaculichthys strigatus* [Yamanouchi, 1956], the kelp bass, *Paralabrax clathratus* [Schwassmann, 1968], the scorpionfish, *Sebastiscus marmoratus* [Ito and Murakami, 1984] and a filefish, *Navodon modestus* [Ito and Murakami, 1984].

In this study we have extended such analyses to the retinal topography of five species from five representative families of reef teleosts, occupying a selected range of habitats. These species that we present in this study have either absent or poorly-developed horizontal 'streaks'. In a companion paper [Collin and Pettigrew, 1988] we provide similar data for five different teleost species, each of which shows greater development of the horizontal streak. In addition to forming a basis for subsequent investigations of visual pathways and brain organisation, these analyses extend our knowledge of vertebrate retinal topography [Hughes, 1971, 1974; Hebel, 1976; Fukuda, 1977; Provis, 1979; Tancred, 1981]. They also provide some new bases for testing ideas about the ecological and functional roles of topographic specialisation such as the 'terrain hypothesis', that suggests that...
the distribution of ganglion cells across the retina depends on the symmetry of the perceived world [Hughes, 1977].

Table I. Summary of the habitat and methods of feeding of the five species under investigation, compiled from Carcasson [1977], Grant [1982] and direct observational

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Preferred habitat</th>
<th>Method of feeding</th>
<th>Position of area</th>
<th>Cells x10/mm²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>Halophryne dianensis</em></td>
<td>caves or crevices</td>
<td>rapid flexion of temporal</td>
<td>oblique mouth</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>camouflage</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>provides surprise</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Pomacanthurus</em></td>
<td>caves, under coral</td>
<td>chisel-shaped teeth</td>
<td>temporal</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>weak horizontal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>streak</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Amblyglyphidodon</em></td>
<td>amongst branches of</td>
<td>diurnal omnivore of staghorn coral</td>
<td>temporal</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>staghorn coral zooplankton</td>
<td></td>
<td>ventro-temporal</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Australian frogfish)
(staghorn damsel fish)

dors o-nasal
2.3
*Parapercis cylindrica*  (*Parapercidae*)
(sharp-nosed weever fish)
on sand and in areas of coral rubble
voracious carnivore, seeking prey while perched on large pectoral fins
dorso-temporal dorso-nasal
4.0 3.4

*Cephalopholis miniatus*  (*Serranidae* (coral cod))
caves and under coral  ambush feeder from overhangs  within dark caves
temporal nasal
4.7 2.2

The retinal positions of areas of highest cell densities (areae centrales) are given with their corresponding cell densities.

**Materials and Methods**

A summary of the five teleost species investigated is presented in table I. Brief descriptions of species and feeding strategies are provided for comparison. Three adults were used in each case, allowing six retinal examinations per species.

**Technique**

After immersion in MS 222 (100 mg/liter salt water), each fish was sacrificed by an intramuscular injection of Rompun (xylazine, 0.025 ml). Transcardial perfusion with saline followed, and both eyes were then removed, fixed in 4% formaldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer and stored for 4 weeks, the cornea, lens and vitreous were removed, and small incisions were made on the perimeter of the retina for temporal, nasal, dorsal and ventral orientation. The falciform process, an elongated extension of the choroid, severed from the sclera and the retina removed. A pair of No. 5 watchmaker's forceps were used to dissect away the pigment layer, and a number of radial incisions were made to allow the retina, ganglion cell layer uppermost, to be mounted on a gelatinised slide. After the wholemount was dried for 12 h, the ganglion cell layer was stained with Nissl substance in cold 0.05% cresyl violet (pH = 4.3, acetate buffer) for 8–12 min to allow penetration of the thick optic nerve fibre layer found in many teleost retinæ.

Fig. 1. The upper diagram in this and figure 2, 3, 4 and 7 illustrates the iso-density contour map of cells within the ganglion cell layer over the left retina, and in this case of *Pomacanthus semicirculatus* (Pomacanthidae, Actinopterygii). A temporal zone of $1.4 \times 10^4$ cells/mm$^2$ and a nasal zone of $1.3 \times 10^4$ cells/mm$^2$ are aligned along an axis, tilted dorsally 30° from the horizontal. These retinal specialisations reveal low density gradients and low visual acuity. The lower left diagram illustrates the lateral compression of this carnivore which possesses highly mobile eyes and relies on its rasping teeth to scrape encrusting organisms from rocks, from *Ewillhin* caves and underneath coral overhangs. Scale bar g 50 mm. In this and figure 2,3,4 and 7, the lower right figure is a schematic representation of the marine habitat on the reef, viewing a cross-section of the various niches inhabited by the range of teleosts in this study. *P. semicirculatus* is depicted as a silhouette to illustrate its preference for densely vegetated coral zones or under coral overhangs. Areas to the left of this figure depict caves and enclosed areas close to the reef crest and areas closer to the surface with a preference for staghorn coral. The right side depicts the more open areas of sand and coral, interposed with isolated coral outcrops, which would provide some protection for an organism escaping predation.
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Densities of stained cells were determined for both eyes, although only the left eye preparations were presented here. Using a Jena DK2 microfiche reader, the outline of each retinal whole-mount was traced onto 1-cm² grid paper at a magnification of 20, with care taken to keep the edge of the microscope slide parallel to the grid. The vernier scale on a Leitz Dialux 20 compound microscope was then matched to this grid paper by noting the position of obvious landmarks in the wholemount. A graticule of 100 squares (magnification calibrated for each objective), placed into the eyepiece, was used to define areas for counting at an overall magnification of 500 or 1,000. Numbers of cells within each graticule square were counted every 0.05 mm on the retina. In areas of higher density, cell numbers were counted every 0.025 mm on the retina. These numbers were then converted to cells per square millimetre. In this way, up to 500 areas per retina were sampled, allowing determination of small fluctuations in density. Iso-density contours were constructed by interpolation between the values of retinal ganglion cell density.

All recognisable neural elements lying within the ganglion cell layer were counted. In view of the current work on the diagnostic criteria appropriate for distinguishing neuronal elements in the ganglion cell layer [for review see Hughes, 1985], we have erred on the conservative side in our counts. If cellular elements were clearly located between the optic nerve fibre layer and the inner plexiform layer and had some Nissl substance in their cytoplasm, they were counted, independent of size. Thus the densities we have calculated represent upper limits which may have to be revised when data from retrograde transport studies conclusively separate the ganglion cells from displaced amacrine cells. Based upon the limited information available from other vertebrates on retinal ganglion cell and displaced amacrine cell topographies in the same species, there is little reason to expect a substantial effect on the basic topographic arrangement from an inclusion of both neurons in the same map.

All cells were viewed on a Leitz Dialux 20 compound microscope and photographed on Kodak Panatomic-X film using a green filter.

Results

A variety of topographies in the ganglion cell layer are found among the five species in this study. *Poma-canthus semicirculatus* and *Amblyglyphidodon curacao* have a number of limbs of high cell density, whereas *Halophryne diemensis* has a single zone with a higher gradient of cells compared to peripheral retina. *Ce-phalopholis miniatus* and *Parapercis cylindrica* possess dual zones with higher densities in temporal and nasal retina.

These zones of high ganglion cell density are termed ‘areae centrales’ and thus will be defined as retinal specialisations. The ganglion cell layer density contour maps of the blue angel fish, *P. semicirculatus* (fig. 1), and the staghorn damsel fish, *A. curacao* (fig. 2), reveal a number of these zones of higher density. The areae centrales situated in temporal retinae! possess cell densities in excess of 1.4 x 10⁴ cells/mm² (*P. semicirculatus*) and 2.5 x 10⁴ cells/mm² (*A. curacao*). Although these species possess only a twofold increase of cell density within each zone, the topologies of the density contours reveal definite gradients and are uniformly radial. Both species also possess more peripheral ‘areae’. In conjunction with the temporal area, a*gal area of 1.3 x 10⁶ cells/mm² forms a weak band of specialisation inclined 30° naso-ven-trally from the horizontal axis of the eye in *P. semicirculatus*. *A. curacao* possesses two other areae, one ventro-temporal (3.0 x 10⁵ cells/mm²) and the other dorso-nasal (2.3 x 10⁵ cells/mm²).

The Australian frogfish, *H. diemensis* (fig. 3), and the coral cod, *C. miniatus* (fig. 4), reveal increased density gradients from areae centrales to non-specialised retina. They possess comparable density contour maps, both illustrating a radial or circular arrangement of contours. *H. diemensis* possesses a temporal ‘area centralis’ of greater than 6 x 10⁵ cells/mm², which extends into a weak horizontal zone of 4 x 10³ cells/mm² (fig. 3). The density of cells decreases fourfold from central to the periphery. In this retina, there is no falciform process on the small optic nerve head, and the nerve fibre cell layer is concentrated into a radial arrangement of bands converging on the optic disc. The ganglion cells are also arranged in radial columns 1–4 cell diameters wide around the optic disc. These columns of cells are interposed between the bands of nerve fibres (fig. 5). At the periphery of the retina, the cells become more randomized. The arrangement of ganglion cells reveals a temporal area centrais and roughly concentric iso-density contours encompassing the entire retina. The eyes are large and frontal, and the head features three rows of dermal appendages (fig. 6).

**Fig. 2. Amblyglyphidodon curacao** (Pomacentridae, Acting! pterygii) possesses a triple retinal specialisation, although its iso-density map reveals only a twofold gradient in density between specialised and central retina. This small carnivore feeds on plankton floating over the many branches of its staghorn coral shelter. Its three zones of specialisation, i.e. temporal zone, (2.5 x 10⁵ cells/mm²), ventro-temporal zone (3.0 x 10⁶ cells/mm²) and dorso-nasal zone (2.3 x 10⁵ cells/mm²), are thought to provide slightly higher visual affinity for feeding, predatory surveillance and ability to negotiate the fine protrusions of *Acropora* branches during escape response, respectively. Scale bar =* 15 mm.
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C. mmjffais possesses a fourfold increase in cell density within an area centralis (4.7 x 10^4 cells/mm^2) close to the temporal margin of the retina (fig. 4). In C. miniatus and H. diemensis, the position of the temporal areae centrales relative to the position of the eyes presupposes a large binocular overlap. A second area, with a peak density of 2.2 x 10^4 cells/mm^2, exists on the nasal margin of the retina of C. miniatus. The acute zones of this dual specialisation are arranged on either end of the horizontal meridian and subtend an angle of 140°.

The weever fish, P. cylindrica (fig. 7), reveals an unusual retinal specialisation with two widely separated zones of increased ganglion cell density, a dorso-temporal area centralis (4.0 x 10^4 cells/mm^2) and a dorso-nasal area centralis (3.4 x 10^4 cells/mm^2), which subtend an angle of approximately 130°. This species, although found to possess dual specialisations both with circular arrangements of contours, also revealed a naso-temporal extension of conic areas or a weak horizontal streak just above the retinal meridian of the eye [Collin and Pettigrew, 1988]. The Nissl-stained ganglion cells of all species studied are of varying size and reveal many degrees of packing in areas of increased density (fig. 8).

Areas and cell size classes will be the subject of a further study.

Discussion

Australian Frogfish

The Australian frogfish, Halophryne diemensis, is an extraordinary bottom dweller, a voracious carnivore with large oblique mouth and frontal eyes (fig. 6). It rests on footlike pectoral fins while lying in wait for small fishes and crustaceans. As its name suggests, the frogfish has a number of amphibian-like features. In contrast to the myotome bundles of other teleosts, the musculature is separated into connective tissue membranes or aponeuroses, and the epidermis is loose-fitting and scaleless. The frogfish can also exist out of water for extended periods of time, emits loud croaking mating calls and gives birth to live young with a tadpole-like appearance [Carcasson, 1977]. Finally, we have found that it has an amphibian-like retina (fig. 3). This retina has a small circular optic nerve head, no falciform process, and a radial arrangement of fibres and cells. Similar retinal columns and the absence of a falci-Torm process have also been described in the retina of the clawed toad, Xenopus laevis [Graydon and Giorgi, 1984]. In both cases, the ganglion cells radiate toward the extremities of the retina, though the cells become more randomized at the periphery. Similar patterns of cell column distribution are found in other anurans (Neobatrachus pelobatoides and Pseudophryne quein-theri) [L.D. Beazley, personal commun]. In rodents [Perry and Cowey, 1982] and in primates [Stone and Johnston, 1981], but not in any other advanced teleosts of which we are aware. Therefore, the absence of a falciform process, the existence of radial columns of ganglion cells within the retina, together with a number of phenotypically similarities to the anurans, raise some doubt about the current placement of H. diemensis within the Actinopterygii.

The retina-tectal projections of this species (manuscript in preparation) and another closely related member of the Batrachoidiformes, Opsanus tau [Eb-besson, 1968] also reveal a more primitive configuration in tectal labelling than the group with which it is placed [Greenwood et al., 1966]. It is possible that this group may represent an earlier lineage from actino-pterygian phylogeny.

Both Halophryne and Xenopus possess a weak horizontal streak across the horizontal meridian of the retina and, upon closer examination of the results of Graydon and Giorgi [1984], there is also a higher density of ganglion cells in temporal retina of Xenopus. The density of ganglion cells within this temporal specialisation is slightly higher in the frogfish (0.6 x 10^4 cells/mm^2, in comparison to 0.5 x 10^4 cells/mm^2 in Xenopus), while densities across the horizontal streak are comparable. However, whether this weak retinal specialisation is also functionally comparable, remains unknown. Xenopus relies minimally on vision for survival and possesses only 52–59 x 10^4
fibres within its optic nerve [Wilson, 1971]. *Halophryne* possesses $45 \times 10^4$ cells an the ganglionic cell layer which is low in comparison to other teleosts, especiauvlSnsid-
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Fig. 5. a Anuran-Hke radial arrangement of cells around the optic nerve of the frogfish Halophryne diemensis. The optic nerve head contains a number of retinal blood vessels (arrowed) throughout the retina. Columns of Nissl-Stained neurons in the ganglion cell layer are found to radiate towards the periphery. A fragment of the pigment epithelium remains adhered to the optic disc. Note the complete absence of a falciform process. Scale bar = 200 jim. b An enlargement of two radial columns of neurons in the ganglion cell layer from a region close to the optic nerve head. Cells become more random towards the periphery. Bundles of nerve fibres interpose between these columns of retinal neurons. Scale bar = 20 um.
Fig. 6. Frontal view of the Australian frogfish, *Halophryne diemensis,* The arrangement of frontally positioned eyes and large oblique mouth closely resembles the appearance of some anurans. Three lateral lines extend over the head, each pore decorated with a cryptic dermal appendage. Scale bar = 10 mm.

Fig. 4. The coral cod, *Cephalopholis miniatus* (Serranidae, Actinopterygii), is an ambush hunter from within dark caves, preying on small fish which are engulfed by its prominent jaws. Its retinal iso-density map supports high eye manoeuvrability with two retinal specialisations, a temporal zone (4.7 x 10^4 cells/mm^2) and a nasal zone (2.2 x 10^4 cells/mm^2). The marked radiaxotropy of its iso-density contours is thought to be a prerequisite of species that visualise a close three-dimensional environment where the horizon is not important or obscured by virtue of its chosen niche. Scale bar = 50 mm.
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Fig. 8. Nissl-stained cells within the ganglion cell layer of the retina in four species of teleosts. The dorso-nasal zone of *A. curacao* (a) possesses a low density of ganglion cells with large diameter soma whereas the dorso-nasal zone of *P. cyindrica* (b) possesses a higher density of ganglion cells with smaller diameter soma. To compare the variation in soma size and packing, the ganglion cell layer of the blue tusk fish *Choerodon albigena* (c) [Collin and Pettigrew, 1988] has been included to emphasize the very high density of large, tightly packed cells that exists in the area centralis of some teleosts. The ganglion cell layer is stratified into two sublayers where some cells overlie each other (arrowed). The cells of *C. mimatus* (d) reveal fine arborisations from densely stained soma which are randomly clumped within a temporal zone of the retina. Scale bar = 20 μm.
Fig. 7. The weever fish, Parapercis cylindrica (Parapercidae, Actinopterygii), possesses a dual retinal specialisation illustrated by a concentration of iso-densitie contours in two zones mediated by a weak band of increased cell density. The functions of a temporal zone (4.0 x 10^4 cells/mm^2) and a nasal zone (3.4 x 10^4 cells/mm^2) are emphasized by the highly moveable eyes which often move independent of one another. This small carnivore, supported by extended pectoral fins, surveys its sand or coral rubble habitat for small fish and crustaceans, often viewing its panoramic environment with independent, repeated eye movements. Each eye with its frontally tapered pupil fixates on prey within its binocular field. This species survives in fairly open water areas although it is a substrate feeder with a low profile and the horizon is relatively insignificant in its visual environment. Its escape response comprising flight into the nearest cave or under a coral overhang. Scale bar = 20 mm.

Blue Angel Fish
The eyes of Pomacanthus sp. are highly movable and can swivel either frontally, for fixation of prey, or caudally, to perceive the approach of potential predators. The pupil is frontally tapered. However, due to the species' enclosed environment and the sessile nature of its food source, there may be little need for increased retinal specialisation. Radial isodensity contours are pronounced but form a weak band of specialisation in an area of approximately 30° dorsal from the horizontal. This specialised retinal configuration of acute zones may aid P. semicirculatus while feeding on encrusted food sources which grow underneath coral overhangs and on the roof of caves.

Staghorn Damsel Fish
The staghorn damsel fish, A. curacao, also enjoys the protection of an enclosed environment for most of its existence. Like P. semicirculatus, A. curacao possesses poor retinal specialisation. Sh only a twofold increase of cell density within each zone, although the density contours of A. curacao are more concentrated. In other species of the same family of damsel fishes (Pomacentridae), temporal and ventro-temporal areas of retinae have also been found to possess high cone densities [Ali and Anctil, 1976]. These areas receive input from different spaces and may aid detection of small micro-organisms that drift slowly past, often above the sheltering damsel fish. A third dorsal-nasal zone exists and, although of lower density, may enable the fish to negotiate the finger-like projections of the staghorn coral in escape situations.

Coral Cod
The ganglion cell density contour map of C. miniatus reveals two specialisations, a temporal area and a nasal area (fig. 4). The highest density of cells within the temporal area is 4.7 x 10^4 cells/mm^2, which is over four times the density of cells that lie over three quarters of the retina. The density contours of this 'enclosed habitat' species reveal a concentric configuration where the temporal area lies very close to the margin of the retina. The nasal area also occurs on the margin of the retina, and these two zones of high visual acuity are arranged on either end of the horizontal meridian and subtend an angle of 140°. The ser-ranid eye may use these spatially separated retinal zones for monocular, as observed behaviourally for C. miniatus, and binocular fixation. This is obviously an advantage to a predator which must rely on catching fast-moving prey.

In another serranid, the kelp bass, Paralabrax, an acute temporal zone of approximately 3.3 x 10^4 cells/mm^2 has been found [Schwassmann, 1968]. This fo-veal region is comparable to that in C. miniatus and exhibits a 12-fold increase in ganglion cell density. However, no area centralis in the nasal retina has been observed. Cone density also provides an index of the resolving power of the retina, and in two Japanese serranids [Tamura, 1957] and another described by Ali and Anctil [1976], ratios of cones within areas of acute vision to the average cone density in the remaining retina were between 4 and 6.5:1, though no fovea could be detected. Again, these acute zones were found in temporal retinae only. Therefore, C. miniatus is either different from other serrajoids or the methods used previously (sectioned material) for determining ganglion cell and cone densities have not revealed this second specialisation. The dual speciation is, however, very similar to that described in Navodon (Balistidae) by Ito and Murakami [1984]. Here two zones of high density exist, one on the temporal margin of the retina and the other on the nasal margin. This configuration has also been described in a frog, Heleioporus eyrei, by Dunlop and Beazley [1981]. Behavioural observations show that all three of these species exist in enclosed areas and can move
backwards. *H. eyrei* burrows backwards to escape predation, and both teleosts swim backwards using their pectoral fins. It is possible that the nasal specialisation provides visual information from caudal eccentric space, while the temporal specialisation is presumably for feeding.

**Sharp-Nosed Weever Fish I**

This fish has two widely separated zones of increased ganglion cell density, a dorso-temporal zone and a dorso-nasal zone, which subtend an angle of approximately 130° (fig. 7). The temporal zone is subserved by a rostral tapering of the pupil. The nasal zone is subserved by increased caudal eye mobility in conjunction with a weak horizontal streak extended across the retina, just dorsal of the horizontal meridian. It is possible that in this way *P. cylindrica* successfully utilises acute panoramic vision of its environment as an adaptation for detection of both prey and predators.

An almost identical combination of acute zones is found in quails [Budnik et al., 1984]. Both the j̄H poral zone and the nasal zone have ganglion cell densities of 3.0–3.5 x 10^4 cells/mm^2. The total number of cells (130 x 10^4) is also similar to that in the weever fish (149 x 10^4, unpublished results). Behavioural correlations can also be made between these two species. The weever fish lives in areas of open sand and coral rubble and has eyes that are highly mobile and survey the horizon or water-sand interface. H̄Ke the adjoining contours of higher ganglįnxm cell density are oriented along the horizontal meridian. Quails are mostly terrestrial although they have only recently
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been derived from stocks of predominantly aerial ancestors. Therefore, the arrangement of iso-density contours has evolved for a terrestrial habit of feeding [Podgett and Ivey, 1959], with circular configuration, while the horizontal component of higher ganglion cell density found in inhabitant'sf open horizons (such as the albatrosses) [Fite and Rosenfield-Wessels, 1975] has diminished.

The lack of retinal specialisation in species not solely reliant on visual cues for survival is also reflected centrally. ExamίKn of the brains of these teleosts reveals a marked decrease in the relative size of the optic tectum compared to jmt in faster swimming species [Colra! and Pettigrew, 1988]. This is particularly applicable to *H. diemensis* which has a reduced optic tectum and, indeed, a smaller brain than in faster swimming species of comparable size. Ito and Murakami [1984] also found that *Sebastiscus*, a sedentary scorpaenid without a horizontal streak, possessed a smaller optic tectum than an open water genus, *Navodon* (Balistidae).

Therefore, those species that frequent an 'enclosed' environment with an interrupted view of the sand-water horizon possess well-developed areae with a poorly-developed horizontal streak. Collin and Pettigrew [1988] investigate teleosts that possess even higher density areae with well-developed horizontal streaks.
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